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1. No Saying Cheese! 
That is definitely my first rule of thumb. Try to 
discourage your children from reacting when 
they see you take a photo. You want to 
capture them being themselves, not “cheesing” 
for the camera. 

2. The best camera is the one you have 

right now. 
Don’t worry what you’re shooting with. If it 
can take a photo and capture the moment - 
use it! (This photo was taken with my iPhone) 
Which brings me to my next point...



3. Keep your camera accessible. 
I keep mine on my kitchen counter (admittedly 
not the safest place) or my dresser (since that’s 
where we spend lots of time and it’s central 
enough that I can get to it from other rooms 
too). And when it’s not accessible I use my cell 
phone (see number 2).

4. Vary your viewpoint. 
Try to get different angles to capture various 
emotions. When photographing little children, 
try to get down to their level instead of 
shooting down onto them.



5. Don’t forget to live in the moment! 
Don’t get too hung up about having to 
capture the photo. Enjoy living the moment, 
too.

6. Last but definitely not least, 
PRINT YOUR PHOTOS! 

Either print loose prints so your kids can leaf 
through them, or print a photobook or two 
(or a dozen). And today it’s simpler than ever 
to print directly from your phone with 
Chatbooks (or other similar apps)!



THANK YOU!

Thanks for downloading this guide! I hope these 
pointers will help you capture the beauty in your 
everyday moments.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to reach out. 
I’m happy to help in any way I can.

Seeing the simple beauty in everyday moments fills my heart 
and soul with joy.  The delightfully rich undercurrent of your 
lives is what I seek through my lens. The nuances of laughter 

and tears, long days and even longer nights, the hard lessons, 
the connections and raw beauty; all woven together.  The 
moments that most often go unseen and are taken for 
granted; the ones that seem like nothing, but are everything.

I want you to look back and feel the essence of wonder, 
playfulness and the true joy in your children, while you love on 
them, in that tirelessly devoted and delicate way that you do. 

Let me highlight the simple beauty in your everyday. Allow 
me to show you how unique and awesome your family story is.
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